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Abstract

Dialog response generation in open domain is001
an important research topic where the main002
challenge is to generate relevant and diverse003
responses. In this paper, we propose a new dia-004
log pre-training framework called DialogVED,005
which introduces continuous latent variables006
into the enhanced encoder-decoder pre-training007
framework to increase the relevance and di-008
versity of responses. With the help of a large009
dialog corpus (Reddit), we pre-train the model010
using the following 4 tasks, used in training lan-011
guage models (LMs) and Variational Autoen-012
coders (VAEs) literature: 1) masked language013
model; 2) response generation; 3) bag-of-words014
prediction; and 4) KL divergence reduction.015
We also add additional parameters to model the016
turn structure in dialogs to improve the perfor-017
mance of the pre-trained model. We conduct018
experiments on PersonaChat, DailyDialog, and019
DSTC7-AVSD benchmarks for response gen-020
eration. Experimental results show that our021
model achieves the new state-of-the-art results022
on all these datasets.023

1 Introduction024

Pre-trained language models (PLMs) have been025

widely explored both in natural language under-026

standing (NLU) and generation (NLG) in recent027

years, this pre-training and fine-tuning paradigm028

sheds light on various downstream tasks in natural029

language processing (NLP). Compared with gen-030

eral pre-trained models, task-oriented pre-trained031

models (such as Summarization, Dialog and etc.),032

which is designed in line with task characteristics,033

may achieve better performance and be more ro-034

bust. In this paper, we proposes a novel pre-trained035

dialog response generation model based on previ-036

ous research.037

Dialogue Response Generation (DSG) in open038

domain is a challenging task with a wide range of039

application scenarios. Recent advances in DSG040

utilize pre-trained language models (PLMs) such041

as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and GPT2 (Radford 042

et al., 2019) in two major categories. The first one 043

focuses on how to fine-tune PLMs in downstream 044

tasks and address the various application-specific 045

needs and challenges (Lin et al., 2020). The sec- 046

ond one augments dialog specific tasks into the 047

PLM training (Zhang et al., 2020; Bao et al., 2020) 048

and then fine-tunes the new pre-trained model in 049

downstream tasks. We study the latter in this paper. 050

There is a proverbial one-to-many problem in 051

DSG, i.e., a single dialog context could be followed 052

by multiple reasonable responses. Existing works 053

introduce latent variables to model this problem. 054

For example, VHRED (Serban et al., 2017) incorpo- 055

rates latent continuous variable into the sequence- 056

to-sequence (Seq2Seq) RNN model to improve the 057

diversity of generated responses. VAE-Seq2Seq 058

(Bahuleyan et al., 2017) proposes variational at- 059

tention to replace the vanilla encoder-decoder at- 060

tention (Luong et al., 2015), to avoid attention to 061

bypass the latent space and invalidate the latent 062

variable. For controllability and interpretability, 063

some discrete VAEs have also been proposed, such 064

as (Oord et al., 2017; Vahdat et al., 2018). 065

Recently, PLATO (Bao et al., 2020) firstly in- 066

troduces latent variables into their pre-training di- 067

alog model, where the authors introduce a K-way 068

(K = 20) categorical latent variable, and the pre- 069

trained model shows significant gains in multiple 070

downstream response generation tasks. Continu- 071

ous latent variables besides discrete latent variables 072

is popularly used for modeling one-to-many map- 073

ping in dialog system, but the potential of incorpo- 074

rating continuous latent variables with large-scale 075

language pretraining is less explored. 076

In this paper, we propose a pre-trained latent 077

Variable Encoder-Decoder model for Dialog gen- 078

eration, which is called DialogVED. In this model, 079

we introduce a continuous latent variable into the 080

enhanced encoder-decoder pre-training framework 081

and we adopt the optimization techniques based on 082
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the VAEs literature to learn the model with contin-083

uous latent variables. More specifically, we con-084

duct the pre-training by optimizing the following 4085

pre-training objectives simultaneously: 1) masked086

language spans loss to enhance the encoder’s un-087

derstanding of context, 2) response generation with088

n-gram loss to improve the decoder’s planning abil-089

ity, 3) Kullback-Leibler divergence loss to mini-090

mize the difference between the posterior and prior091

distribution of the latent variables, and 4) bag-of-092

words loss to reduce posterior distribution collapse.093

In addition, we also explore the effect of absolute094

and relative position embeddings specific for con-095

versational data on the model performance.096

We conduct experiments on three different097

kinds of conversation tasks: chit-chat, knowledge098

grounded conversation, and conversational ques-099

tion answering. Experimental results verify the100

effectiveness and superiority of our model com-101

pared with the previous state-of-the-art method.102

We further carry out ablation study to better un-103

derstand the impact of different components in the104

DialogVED on model performance including la-105

tent space sizes, different decoding strategies, and106

position embeddings for turns and roles.107

Our pre-trained models and source code will108

be released, hoping to facilitate further research109

progress in dialogue generation. The main contri-110

butions of this paper can be summarized as fol-111

lows: 1) We propose a pretrained dialog model,112

which incorporates continuous latent variables into113

the enhanced encoder-decoder pre-training frame-114

work; We explore the impact of latent variable115

sizes, different decoding strategies, and position116

embeddings for turns and roles in our model; Ex-117

tensive experiments show that the proposed model118

achieves the new state-of-the-art (SOTA) in mul-119

tiple downstream tasks, and our model has better120

performance both on relevance and diversity than121

previous SOTA in response generation.122

2 Method123

2.1 Model Architecture124

In response generation, there are three elements:125

dialogue context c, response r and latent variable z.126

The dialogue context c may consist of several his-127

tory utterances (i.e., multi turns) and the response r128

is one piece of appropriate reply towards the given129

context. Additionally, the latent variable z in the130

latent space represents many unobserved factors131

associating the context and the response.132

We assume the latent variable z is continu- 133

ous, which is different from PLATO (Bao et al., 134

2020), and portrays a certain conditional probabil- 135

ity distribution related to the response given con- 136

text. We then define the conditional distribution 137

p(r, z|c) = p(r|c, z)p(z|c) and our goal is to use 138

encoder-decoder models (parameterized by θ) to 139

approximate p(r|c, z) and a multi-layer perceptron 140

(parametrized by ϕ) to estimate p(z|c), which is 141

called the prior network in VAE literature. We call 142

the final pre-trained model DialogVED, which is a 143

transformer-based encoder-decoder model with an 144

extra prior network for modeling the latent space. 145

Figure 1 gives a overview of our model. 146

Notation of some parameters: We denote the 147

same number of layers in the encoder and decoder 148

as L, the hidden size as H , and the number of self- 149

attention heads as A. We denote the dimension of 150

latent variable as P . 151

2.2 Encoder 152

We use multi-layer Transformer-based (Vaswani 153

et al., 2017) encoder to encode the dialogue con- 154

text. First, an input sequence of tokens is mapped to 155

a sequence of embeddings, which are then passed 156

into the encoder. The encoder consists of a stack 157

of “blocks”, each of which comprises two subcom- 158

ponents: a self-attention layer followed by a small 159

feed-forward network. Compared to the vanilla 160

transformer encoder, our encoder has slight dif- 161

ferences in position embeddings and self-attention 162

layer in fine-tuning phase, which contains richer lo- 163

cation information and will be introduced in § 2.7. 164

2.3 Decoder 165

Future predicting strategy has been concerned in 166

recent research (Qi et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2020), 167

instead of predicting only the next token at each 168

time step, the decoder using future predicting pre- 169

dicts n future tokens simultaneously. 170

Specifically, the original Seq2Seq model aims 171

to optimize the conditional likelihood P (rt|r<t, c), 172

while future predicting strategy changes the op- 173

timization of predicting next single token to 174

P (rt:t+n−1|r<t, c) at each time step t, where 175

rt:t+n−1 denotes the next continuous n future to- 176

kens. The future n-gram prediction loss can explic- 177

itly encourage the model to plan for future token 178

prediction and prevent over-fitting on strong local 179

correlations (Qi et al., 2020). 180

We adopt the n-stream self-attention proposed 181

in ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020) in our decoder. The 182
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Figure 1: Pre-training and fine-tuning framework of DialogVED, the only difference between pre-training and
fine-tuning is that in the fine-tuning stage, we do not mask the source thus the masked spans loss is discarded. It’s
worth noting that, to facilitate drawing, we put [CLS] at the end of the context, although we actually put it at the
beginning.

n-stream self-attention mechanism incorporates n183

extra self-attention predicting streams besides main184

stream to predict next n continuous future tokens185

respectively at each time step.186

Memory Scheme To incorporate the latent vari-187

able into decoder, we adopt a memory scheme sim-188

ilar to OPTIMUS (Li et al., 2020), where latent189

variable z ∈ RP is mapped to a additional memory190

vector, denoted as hMem, which is an additional191

key-value pair for decoder to attend. We have mem-192

ory vector193

hMem =

[
zkey
zvalue

]
= WM z (1)194

where WM ∈ RH×P is the weight matrix, and195

the memory vector is shared and propagated across196

all layers in decoder as:197

H(k+1) = MultiHead(H(k), h
(k)
Mem ⊕H(k), h

(k)
Mem ⊕H(k))198

The memory vector is equivalent to adding a199

virtual token during decoding to participate in the200

calculation of self-attention main stream, and the201

predicting streams are implicitly affected by hMem202

through interaction with the main stream. The la-203

tent variable guides the generation of each step of204

the decoder through the memory vector.205

2.4 Latent Variable206

Intuitively, introducing latent variables provides207

a hierarchical generation procedure: 1) sample a208

latent variable z from the prior network p(z|c); 2) 209

generate r through the decoder network p(r|c, z). 210

From previous research (Zhao et al., 2017a), z ∼ 211

p(z|c) may determine the high-level semantics, and 212

the auto-regressive decoding is followed to produce 213

the output sentences with low-level syntactic and 214

lexical details. 215

Similar to the Variational Autoencoders (VAEs), 216

we learn the parameters θ by maximizing the 217

marginal log likelihood: 218

log pθ(r|c) = log

∫
pϕ(z|c)pθ(r|c, z)dz, 219

where pϕ involves an intractable marginaliza- 220

tion over the latent variable z. (Kingma et al., 221

2016; Li et al., 2020), We will optimize its lower 222

bound, which is equivalent to minimize the two 223

terms below: reconstruction loss (or negative log- 224

likelihood) 225

Lrc = −Eq(z)[log pθ(r|c, z)]

= −Eq(z)[log
∏
t

pθ(rt:t+n−1|r<t, c)]
(2) 226

and K-L regularization term 227

Lkl = KL(q(z)||pϕ(z|c)). (3) 228

Here q(z) is a multivariable normal distribution 229

with mean µ ∈ RP and diagonal variance matrix 230

with diagonal taiking values σ2 ∈ RP , denoted as 231

diag(σ2). 232
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To connect to the hidden space, we add a special233

classification token ([CLS]) to the beginning of234

the context, and the first hidden state denoted as235

h[CLS] ∈ RH in last-layer is used to represent the236

global dialog context. We assume237 [
µ

log(σ2)

]
= MLPh h[CLS] (4)238

where MLPh is a multilayer perceptron and this239

multilayer perceptron is called the prior network240

in VAEs literature. We can then sample P random241

variables with each variable is from standard nor-242

mal distribution and via transformation, we obtain243

samples of z ∈ RP from N (µ, diag(σ2)), and feed244

them to the decoder.245

2.5 Mask Language Spans246

To improve the understanding ability of the encoder247

and the robustness to noise, we randomly mask part248

of the context before encoding. Recent research249

(Joshi et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020) on masked250

language models show the advantages of masking251

spans over masking individual words or subword252

units.253

We adopt a simple method to mask spans: 1)254

randomly select n tokens in context, denote as S; 2)255

for each token t ∈ S , extend it to a text span with a256

fixed length of m; 3) mask all selected tokens after257

sorting, deduplication and boundary checking.258

Following BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), the total259

number of masked tokens in the context accounts260

for approximately 15%, and we replace the masked261

token with: 1) the [MASK] token 80% of the time;262

2) a random token 10% of the time; 3) the un-263

changed masked token 10% of the time. Then, the264

last-layer hidden states hx ∈ RH of each masked265

token x will be used to predict the original token266

and the encoder is trained to optimize the cross267

entropy loss:268

LM = −
∑
x

LSM(W2 tanh(W1hx+b1))(x) (5)269

where W1 ∈ RH×H , b1 ∈ RH and W2 ∈ RH×|V |270

denote the weight matrices of one fully-connected271

layer, |V | is the vocabulary size, LSM is log soft-272

max function and LSM(. . . )(x) means to take the273

log probability value corresponding to token x. In274

this paper, we share the parameters of W2 with pa-275

rameters of embedding layers in the encoder and276

decoder. Note that we only mask the context only277

the pre-training stage.278

2.6 Reduce KL-vanishing 279

DialogVED allows the decoder to attend the hidden 280

states of context (i.e., the output of the encoder), 281

and thus direct training will cause the decoder to 282

ignore the latent variable z, and the KL loss will 283

rapidly decrease to 0 and the latent space loses its 284

expressive power, which is called posterior collapse 285

or KL-vanishing (Bowman et al., 2016). This paper 286

adopts two methods developed in VAEs literature 287

to reduce posterior collapse: 288

Free Bits (Kingma et al., 2016), which replaces 289

the K-L regularization term in (3) with a hinge loss 290

term that maximize each component of the original 291

K-L term with a constant λ: 292

L′
kl = −

∑
i

max(λ,KL(q(zi)||pϕ(zi|c))) (6) 293

Bag-of-words Loss (Zhao et al., 2017b), which 294

is used to encourage the latent variable to predict 295

the words in response r in a non-autoregressive 296

way: 297

LBOW = −
T∑
t=1

log frt (7) 298

where T is the number of tokens in response r, and 299

frt denotes the estimated probability of word rt. 300

More specifically, f is the function outputting the 301

probability of words within the target response: 302

f = softmax(MLPz[z ⊕ h[CLS]]) ∈ R|V | (8) 303

where MLPz is a multilayer perceptron and V 304

refers to the whole vocabulary. 305

2.7 Position Embeddings 306

Absolute Position Embeddings Besides token- 307

level learned position embeddings used in origi- 308

nal Transformer, we also consider turn level and 309

speaker-level position embeddings like PLATO 310

(Bao et al., 2020). To better model the meaning of 311

a turn in a dialog, We introduce embedding for turn 312

position and role position in one conversation, the 313

final input embedding of each token is the sum of 314

corresponding turn, role and token embeddings. 315

Relative Position Embeddings It has recently 316

become more common to use relative position em- 317

beddings, which produce a different learned embed- 318

ding according to the offset between the “key” and 319

“query” being compared in the self-attention mech- 320

anism (Shaw et al., 2018; Raffel et al., 2019). We 321
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extend the element of the original relative distance322

matrix in T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) to two-tuple.323

eij =
xiW

Q(xjW
K + aKij )

T

√
dz

,324

aKij = f(dtoken, dturn, xi, xj)325

In the mapping function f , we consider both token326

relative distance dtoken and turn relative distance327

dturn, where these tuples are mapped through a328

bucket function, and then aKij is queried in pre-329

defined embedding layers.330

2.8 Pre-training Objectives331

Combining the losses detailed in the Equations332

(2) (5) (6) and (7), we have pre-training objective,333

which we use to pre-train the DialogVED on the334

large-scale conversation corpus:335

loss = LM + Lrc + L′
kl + LBOW (9)336

To sum up, we mask text spans in the context c,337

sample a latent variable z from prior network, and338

then let the encoder and decoder predict the masked339

spans and response r respectively with the guidance340

of the latent variable z.341

3 Experiments342

In this section, we firstly introduce the pre-training343

datasets and fine-tuning benchmarks in § 3.1, and344

implement details in § 3.2. Then we present the345

main results in § 3.3. Lastly, we analyze the in-346

fluence of parameters and position embeddings in347

§ 3.4.348

3.1 DataSets and Baselines349

3.1.1 Pre-training Corpus350

Large-scale Reddit comments dataset (Zhou et al.,351

2018; Galley et al., 2019) is employed for pre-352

training our dialog language model. This dataset353

has been proved to be helpful in various conver-354

sation downstream tasks (Bao et al., 2020; Zhang355

et al., 2020). We use the script provided by Di-356

aloGPT (Zhang et al., 2020) to obtain the latest357

Reddit comment data. We obtain 215 million1 train-358

ing samples (42GB in total) for pre-training.359

To accelerate the training process and accom-360

modate GPU memory limitations, we adopt two361

1Given an instance containing multiple turns of dialogue
{t1, t2, ..., tn}, we extract n − 1 samples (i.e. context-
response pairs), where the context c is {t1, t2, ..., ti−1}, and
the response r is {ti}, for i = {2, 3, ..., n}.

Task Dataset # Examples # Turns # Tokens

Pre-train
Reddit-Short 214M 2.6 28.6/16.0
Reddit-Long 726K 6.9 137.1/21.2

Fine-tune
DailyDialog 76K 5.9 75.6/15.0
Persona-Chat 122K 8.4 95.1/12.2

DSTC7-AVSD 76K 10.9 102.1/10.7

Table 1: Dataset statistics used for pre-training and fine-
tuning in this paper, where # Turns means avg. turns,
and # Tokens means avg. tokens of context and response
(separated by slashes) after WordPiece tokenization (De-
vlin et al., 2019).

methods. First, we sort the samples according to 362

the length of the context. Samples with similar 363

length (i.e. number of tokens in context) are as- 364

sembled into a batch to minimize the amount of 365

padding. Secondly, due to the uneven distribution 366

of sample lengths, we divide the Reddit corpus into 367

two sub-datasets: Reddit-Short and Reddit-Long 368

according to the length of context and response. 369

with some statistics in Table 1, and optimize the 370

batch size for each sub-dataset to avoid reserving a 371

large amount of memory for a few long response 372

samples during the training process. Within an 373

epoch, we first pre-train on Reddit-Short with a 374

larger batch size, and then pre-train Reddit-Long 375

with a smaller batch size. We split the reddit com- 376

ment dataset here mainly for efficiency. 377

3.1.2 Fine-tuning Benchmarks 378

Following PLATO (Bao et al., 2020), we select 379

three datasets as our benchmarks: 380

DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017), a chit-chat dataset, 381

which contains high-quality human conversations 382

about daily life. 383

Persona-Chat (Zhang et al., 2018), a knowl- 384

edge grounded conversation dataset. It provides 385

both manually annotated conversations and cor- 386

responding persona profiles (background knowl- 387

edge), where two participants chat naturally and try 388

to get to know each other. 389

DSTC7-AVSD (Alamri et al., 2019a), a con- 390

versational question answering dataset, shorts for 391

Audio Visual Scene-aware Dialog of the DSTC7 392

challenge. The system needs to generate an answer 393

given dialogue context and background knowledge. 394

There are multiple reference responses for each 395

context in DSTC7-AVSD test set. 396

For evaluation, we use the same metrics as used 397

in PLATO, except for knowledge-related metrics, 398

since this paper does not focus on utilizing knowl- 399

edge. So we will focus the following metrics: 400
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Model
DailyDialog PersonaChat

BLEU-1 BLEU-2 Distinct-1 Distinct-2 BLEU-1 BLEU-2 Distinct-1 Distinct-2
Seq2Seq (Vinyals and Le, 2015) 0.336 0.238 0.030 0.128 0.448 0.353 0.004 0.016
iVAE_MI (Fang et al., 2019) 0.309 0.249 0.029 0.250 - - - -
LIC (Golovanov et al., 2019) - - - - 0.405 0.320 0.019 0.113
PLATO w/o latent (Bao et al., 2020) 0.405 0.322 0.046 0.246 0.458 0.357 0.012 0.064
PLATO (Bao et al., 2020) 0.397 0.311 0.054 0.291 0.406 0.315 0.021 0.121
ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020) 0.443 0.392 0.039 0.211 0.466 0.391 0.013 0.075
DialogVED w/o latent 0.461 0.407 0.041 0.222 0.459 0.380 0.010 0.062
DialogVED - Greedy 0.459 0.410 0.045 0.265 0.470 0.387 0.016 0.103
DialogVED - Sampling 0.431 0.370 0.058 0.372 0.428 0.357 0.032 0.273
DialogVED 0.481 0.421 0.042 0.232 0.482 0.399 0.015 0.094

Table 2: Experimental results on DailyDialog and PersonaChat with automatic evaluations, with highest value
written in bold. The default decoding is beam search with beam = 5, and the latent size of our DialogVED is 64.

BLEU-1/2 (Papineni et al., 2002), which mea-401

sures the relevance of generated text to the refer-402

ence text by calculating the 1/2-gram overlapping403

between them.404

Distinct-1/2 (Li et al., 2016a), which measures405

the diversity of a generated sentence by focusing406

on the number of distinct 1/2-gram of a sentence407

and thus penalizing sentences with lots of repeated408

words.409

Other word-overlap-based metrics, METEOR,410

ROUGE-L, and CIDEr, which are also reported for411

the DSTC7-AVSD dataset, same as DSTC7 reviews412

(Alamri et al., 2019b).413

3.1.3 Baselines414

Vanilla sequence to sequence (Seq2Seq) models,415

dialog pre-training models, and general natural lan-416

guage pre-training models are used as our baselines:417

Seq2Seq (Vinyals and Le, 2015) is a sequence-418

to-sequence model with attention. iVAEMI (Fang419

et al., 2019) is an implicit deep latent variable420

model based on Variational Autoencoder for bet-421

ter latent representations and diverse responses.422

LIC (Golovanov et al., 2019) obtains the best per-423

formance during the contest, and is one transformer424

based generation method. PLATO (Bao et al.,425

2020) utilizes a discrete latent variable for dialog426

generation pre-training to address the one-to-many427

problem. ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020) is a pre-428

trained LM model with predicting more than one429

future tokens as the pre-training objective. We fine-430

tune ProphetNet-Large model released in (Qi et al.,431

2020) with downstream training data directly.432

For benchmark DSTC7-AVSD, we include433

AVSD Baseline (Alamri et al., 2019a) system pro-434

vided by the the challenge organizer, as well as the435

best performing model developed by the team of436

CMU Sinbad’s (Sanabria et al., 2019).437

3.2 Model Configuration 438

DialogVED is composed of a 12-layer encoder and 439

a 12-layer decoder, with 1024 embedding/hidden 440

size and 4096 feed-forward filter size. The dimen- 441

sion P of hidden states z is set to 64 and we will 442

analyze the effect of P in § 3.4.1. We use Adam 443

optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning 444

rate of 3 × 10−4 for pre-training. We set ngram 445

as 2 following ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020). The 446

pre-training of dialogue generation is carried out 447

on 32 Nvidia Telsa V100 32G GPU (4 nodes) for 6 448

epochs, taking about 5 days to reach convergence. 449

Mixed precision training is also adopted for ef- 450

ficiently training and inference, and we use the 451

Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019) framework to conduct all 452

experiments. We use the BERT-uncased dictionary, 453

and replace some unused tokens to custom special 454

symbols (such as [SOT], denoting the beginning of 455

the conversation, which is suitable for conversation 456

datasets containing knowledge, like PersonaChat 457

and DSTC7-AVSD). We used package WordPiece 458

(Devlin et al., 2019) for tokenization. 459

For fine-tuning, we use exactly the same hyper- 460

parameter settings in all three datasets, and they 461

are slightly different from the hyperparameter in 462

pre-training. The learning rate is set to 1 × 10−4 463

and the batch size is fixed to 512. We also adopt 464

an additional warmup strategy where we linearly 465

increase the learning rate from initial learning rate 466

(1×10−7), the number of warmup updates is set to 467

2000. For each dataset, we train 10 epochs, and se- 468

lect the checkpoint with the lowest validation loss 469

for inference. 470

3.3 Main Results 471

In Table 2, we compare several DialogVED vari- 472

ants with baseline models. DialogVED represents 473

inferencing DialogVED with beam search. Com- 474
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pared with DialogVED, DialogVED w/o latent is475

not equipped with latent variable, thus the loss func-476

tion does not include bag-of-words loss and K-L477

loss. DialogVED Greedy means DialogVED in-478

ference with greedy search. For DialogVED Sam-479

pling, we sample from the top K tokens with the480

highest output probability at each decoding step.481

For the latent space, we always sample each latent482

variable from the prior distribution standard normal483

distribution. Here, beam size is set to 5 and K is484

set to 100.485

As shown in Table 2 and Table 6 (in Appendix486

A), our model DialogVED is very competitive com-487

pared to PLATO and other models. In particular,488

decoding using Top-K (K = 100) sampling with489

DialogVED beats the PLATO in BLEU-1/2 and490

Distinct-1/2 on DailyDialog and PersonaChat (see491

in Table 2). In fact, as K increases, the overlap492

of n-grams decreases and the diversity increases.493

Based on our observations, K taking 100 is a good494

balance, Table 3 shows more detailed results.495

There are 2 essential components that contribute496

greatly the success of our model: Firstly, We adopt497

a newly developed pretrained LM as the initializer498

and further continue its pretraining pipeline on our499

dialog dataset (Reddit) and thus we have a really500

powerful encoder-decoder. This is demonstrated501

in the fact that our model (DialogVED w/o latent502

variable) beat PLATO (w/o latent variable) in all503

metrics on all the three datasets.504

Secondly, the special structure of our model com-505

bines the benefits of both seq2seq models and VAE506

models. Compared to general VAEs, DialogVED507

allows encoder-decoder interaction in the decod-508

ing, which avoids insufficient representation of low-509

dimensional latent variable. At the same time, com-510

pared with seq2seq model, predicting the bag of511

words pushes the latent variable to give extra guid-512

ance to decoder. This is demonstrated by the fact513

that when compared with DialogVED w/o latent514

variable, we observe the additional gains in terms515

of both accuracy and diversity (see Table 2).516

Overall, our DialogVED achieves new state-of-517

the-art results in all three downstream tasks of dia-518

logue response generation.519

3.4 Parameters and Position Analysis520

3.4.1 Balancing Accuracy and Diversity with521

Sampling522

We investigate the effect of latent space sizes, P ,523

defined as the dimension of the latent variable z524

and the different K in sampling. 525

The results in Table 3 show that smaller latent 526

size (P = 32) is more dominant in n-gram based 527

metrics (BLEU-1/2), while larger latent size gener- 528

ates more diverse texts. From the results of top-K 529

sampling, we see that the two metric (BLEU-1/2 530

and Distinct-1/2) have a negative correlation. 531

We can flexibly choose the decoding strategy 532

depends on specific scene. 533

P Top-K BLEU-1 BLEU-2 Distinct-1 Distinct-2

32

5 0.448 0.385 0.042 0.289
20 0.443 0.376 0.045 0.317
50 0.442 0.375 0.047 0.332
100 0.439 0.374 0.051 0.347

64

5 0.442 0.383 0.046 0.308
20 0.437 0.374 0.050 0.340
50 0.434 0.371 0.054 0.364
100 0.431 0.370 0.058 0.372

Table 3: The results of different latent size and Top K
on DailyDialog dataset. P is the dimension of the latent
variable.

3.4.2 Position Embeddings 534

We study the impact of position embeddings as 535

described in section 2.7, we define two types of po- 536

sition embeddings: absolute position embeddings 537

(APE) and relative position embeddings (RPE). 538

We report the metrics of their different combina- 539

tions, these independent components are TurnAPE 540

(turn absolute embedding), RoleAPE (role abso- 541

lute embedding), TokenRPE (token relative em- 542

bedding) and TurnRPE(turn relative embedding) 543

respectively. 544

As the results shown in Table 4, the combina- 545

tion of TurnAPE and RoleAPE achieve the best 546

performance. Both absolute and relative position 547

embeddings improve model performance, never- 548

theless, including them at the same time can be 549

harmful. 550

Turn
APE

Role
APE

Token
RPE

Turn
RPE

BLEU-1/2 Distinct-1/2

0.481/0.421 0.042/0.232
✓ 0.491/0.429 0.041/0.229

✓ 0.483/0.422 0.042/0.230
✓ ✓ 0.494/0.435 0.042/0.232

✓ 0.485/0.424 0.039/0.216
✓ 0.480/0.422 0.042/0.231

✓ ✓ 0.487/0.425 0.040/0.230
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.483/0.435 0.039/0.228

Table 4: Effect of position embeddings on model perfor-
mance.
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Group 1 Group 2
Win Lose Win Lose

Fluency 0.16 0.11 0.19 0.13
Coherence 0.38 0.16 0.22 0.24
Informativeness 0.13 0.11 0.31 0.14
Overall 0.26 0.14 0.24 0.17

Table 5: Human evaluation of DialogVED vs. PLATO
(Group 1) and DialogVED-sampling vs. PLATO (Group
2).

3.5 Human Evaluation551

Automated metrics (BLEU 1/2, Distinct-1/2, etc.)552

have limitations for evaluating open-domain dialog553

tasks. To make it more convincing, we conduct a554

human evaluation. Specifically, we randomly select555

100 dialogue contexts and generate responses with556

the following methods: PLATO, DialogVED and557

DialogVED-Sampling. Following PLATO, annota-558

tors are asked to compare the response (win, tie or559

lose) quality from four aspects: fluency, coherence,560

informativeness and overall.561

The results of human comparison are shown in562

Table 5, where the average Cohen’s kappa (Krae-563

mer, 2014) of group 1 and 2 is 0.729 and 0.743564

respectively, indicating annotators have reached565

moderate agreement. It can be seen that most of566

the time they are tied, and the three models some-567

times generate exactly the same response. For Di-568

alogVED, it beats Plato more in coherence but with569

close informativeness; while DialogVED-sampling570

beats Plato significantly in informativeness but with571

a slightly weaker coherence.572

In general, DialogVED can generate both rel-573

evant and diverse response, we show some case574

study to help illustrate the effectiveness of our575

model in Appendix B.576

4 Related Work577

Encoder-Decoder dialog models Encoder-578

decoder models are widely used in dialog response579

generation, but it tends to generate generic re-580

sponses and dull responses (e.g., I don’t know).581

To enhance encoder-decode models and generate582

diverse responses, researchers have tried different583

approaches: using diversity promotion objectives584

(Li et al., 2016a), using different decoding algo-585

rithms (Li et al., 2016b), adding additional contents586

(Xu et al., 2019), or introducing large-scale knowl-587

edge graphs into dialog generation (Liu et al., 2018;588

Wu et al., 2020).589

Another class of methods is using the latent590

variable to address the one-to-many problem in 591

response generation. These models introduce 592

discourse-level diversity and are able to generate 593

diverse dialog responses (Serban et al., 2017; Zhao 594

et al., 2017a, 2018; Gao et al., 2019). In this paper, 595

we also adopt this approach and further we incor- 596

porate the latent variables both in the pre-training 597

and fine-tuning. 598

Pre-trained Dialog Models Pre-trained lan- 599

guage models have been successfully used in NLG 600

and NLU tasks (Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 601

2019). Recently, various new pre-trained language 602

models have been pre-trained including BART 603

(Lewis et al., 2020), ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020), 604

T5 (Raffel et al., 2020). In these papers, they 605

demonstrate that better performance can be ob- 606

tained with fine-tuning PLMs than training from 607

scratch. 608

Due to the fact that there are many important 609

applications in the dialog domain and the dialog 610

corpus has different linguistic features from gen- 611

eral documents, pre-trained dialog models with 612

open domain dialog data such as Reddit is very im- 613

portant. DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020) continues 614

to pre-train GPT-2 model directly on Reddit com- 615

ments data, and the new pre-trained model achieves 616

better performance on downstream tasks including 617

several dialog response generation benchmarks. 618

PLATO (Bao et al., 2020) proposes a new model 619

specifically for dialog generation, which introduces 620

a discrete variable for one-to-many relationship 621

modeling. The pre-trained model helps to achieve 622

state-of-the-art results on several response genera- 623

tion tasks. This is the closest work in literature to 624

ours. However, in our paper, we introduce continu- 625

ous latent variables during pre-training on dialog 626

corpus instead of a discrete latent variable. 627

5 Conclusion 628

This paper proposes a new pre-training frame- 629

work for dialogue response generation called Di- 630

alogVED. The latent variable is incorporated into 631

the sequence-to-sequence framework based on 632

Transformer, and obtains a robust and diverse re- 633

sponse generation model through 4 training targets. 634

our pre-trained model has achieved new state-of- 635

the-art in multiple downstream tasks of dialogue 636

response generation. Extensive experiments prove 637

the effectiveness of our model. Additional human 638

evaluation demonstrates the advantages of our pro- 639

posed model. 640
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Ethical Statement641

In this paper, different ethical restrictions deserve642

discussion.643

All data used in our pre-training are available644

online and other dialog corpus in this paper are645

publicly available sources. We strictly followed646

the platform’s policies and rules when crawling647

data from web platforms. We did not employ any648

author-specific information in our research.649

Our corpus may includes some bias, such as po-650

litical bias and social bias, and our model might651

have inherited some forms of these bias. In order to652

limit these bias as much as possible, we filter con-653

troversial articles and removed data with offensive654

information when possible.655
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A Results on DSTC7-AVSD877

On the DSTC7-AVSD, the diversity of the re-878

sponses is not as important as the accuracy. From879

Table 6, We observe that DialogVED w/o latent880

variable perform the best in overall metrics. How-881

ever, DialogVED equipped with beam search or882

greedy search, can still easily beat PLATO even883

though it has a post-generation ranking component.884

B Case Study885

We demonstrate the responses generated from our886

model as well as other baseline models in Table 7,887

8 and 9, respectively. The results in Table 8 and 9888

show that our model accurately outputs the knowl-889

edge information contained in context although890

we do not model knowledge explicitly. Compared891

with beam search or greedy decoding, decoding892

with top-K sampling not only generates bolder and893

more diverse response, but also can maintain good894

relevance, as showed in Table 7 and 8.895
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Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGH-L CIDEr
AVSD Baseline (Alamri et al., 2019a) 0.629 0485 0.383 0.309 0.215 0.487 0.746
CMU Sinbad’s (Sanabria et al., 2019) 0.718 0.584 0.478 0.394 0.267 0.563 1.094
PLATO (Bao et al., 2020) 0.784 0.637 0.525 0.435 0.286 0.596 1.209
ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020) 0.824 0.691 0.582 0.487 0.313 0.635 1.382
DialogVED w/o latent 0.832 0.705 0.598 0.506 0.314 0.638 1.386
DialogVED - Greedy 0.817 0.685 0.575 0.481 0.306 0.629 1.356
DialogVED 0.822 0.692 0.582 0.489 0.312 0.636 1.391

Table 6: Experimental results on DSTC7-AVSD with automatic evaluations, with highest value written in bold.

Context [P2] have you seen the new cosmo magazine that i was reading this morning ?
[P1] i think i may have seen it on the kitchen table .
[P2] you’re right , thanks . there’s an interesting interview with a top director
about his latest film that i want to finish .
[P1] who’s the director ?

GOLD it ’ s martin scorsese . you liked his film , the departed , didn ’ t you ?
Model Response

Seq2Seq yes , i did . i found it very disappointing .
iVAEMI the cake and is very popular .
PLATO i’m not sure , but i think he might be the director of gone with the wind .

DialogVED it ’ s the director of a foreign film called ’ gone with the wind ’ .
DialogVED-Greedy it ’ s directed by a korean director , named zhuang lingo .

DialogVED-Sampling steven spielberg . he said that the film will have a similar target audience as the
titanic .

Table 7: Case analysis of response generation on DailyDialog

Persona Profiles i love trying barbeque restaurants .
i am an administrative assistant .
i am looking forward to retiring in five years .
i like ot play racquetball .

Context [P2] hi , do you like bbq ?
[P1] hello yes i love bbq
[P2] i love restaurants with bbq , they are a lot of fun .
[P1] my poor toes are so webbed
[P2] really ? afterwards , i go and play racquetball to loose some calories .
[P1] cool i like to paint
[P2] what do you do as a profession ? i work as administrative assistant
[P1] i dig in people trash for things to build
[P2] sounds unique but that is more of a hobby instead of a profession
[P1] true . i paint for a living

GOLD good thing i am going to retire in 5 years , no more working for this guy !
Model Response

Seq2Seq that sounds like a lot of work . do you have a job ?
LIC yeah it is a lot of fun

PLATO that is cool , i am looking forward to retiring in 5 years
DialogVED i am looking forward to retiring in five years .

DialogVED-Greedy i am looking forward to retiring in five years .
DialogVED-Sampling hmmm . is that what you do after you retire ? i am looking forward to retiring

in five years .

Table 8: Case analysis of response generation on PersonaChat
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Video Caption a man closes his window , then he sneezes twice before taking a drink . then he
opens up a bag and digs through it looking for something before walking out of
the room .

Video Summary a man closes the window , goes to the table and goes through the items in a bag
, takes a drink from the green cup and leaves the room .

Context [P1] what is the guy doing at the window ?
[P2] the guy is closing the window
[P1] what does he do after that ?

GOLD stands at the table and takes things out of bag
Model Response

Baseline he picks up a book from the table
PLATO he goes to the table and takes a drink from a green cup

DialogVED he goes to the table and goes through the items in a bag before taking a drink
DialogVED-Greedy he sneezes twice before taking a drink

Table 9: Case analysis of response generation on DSTC7-AVSD
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